
People’s Choice Food Awards

Categories:

Best shopping experience (farm shops, delis, online)
Best butcher
Best fishmonger
Best restaurant (includes those with rooms, hotels, pubs)
Best café or tea room

How it works
Consumers are invited to nominate their favourite place within each of the above categories
and enter online at www.walesthetruetaste.co.uk. When consumers visit the voting page,
they can view the main criteria against which the places they vote for will be judged by our
mystery shoppers.

After the voting has closed, the places with highest number of nominations in each different
category will automatically be put through to a shortlist of six.

Once we have the shortlist we will call each business from each of the categories and
ask a number of pre agreed questions to establish whether they have met what are
adjudged to be the “essential” criteria. These questions will range from geographical
location, food safety standards accreditation, environmental safety standards as well as
other criteria like sourcing quality food locally, provenance and so on.

If the business meets the criteria set they will stay on the shortlist as a finalist and will then
be visited by an appointed judge in a mystery visit  to determine gold, silver or bronze.

If a business doesn’t meet the criteria set by phone they will not remain on the shortlist, the
next highest nominated business, voted by the people of Wales will be considered in their
place.



PEOPLE’S CHOICE - JUDGING CRITERIA

CATEGORY  - Best Shopping Experience (farm shop, deli, online)

Entrants to this category will be judged on their standards of excellence in stocking, selling and promoting food and drink 

from Wales. This award will be judged according to:

Farm shop and Deli:

 Overall shopping experience (including external and internal appearance)

 Prices/value for money

 Sense of place/Welsh culture

 Stock – acknowledge Welsh produce/Wales the True Taste award winning produce

 Involvement with local community

 Supporting and working with local/Welsh suppliers and producers

 Customer base (do prices/items for sales reflect the main base – ie affluent, middle of the road, value)

 Staff (evidence of teamwork, knowledge of produce sold, customer service and presentation)

 Quality and relevance of promotions

 External marketing of business and public relations

 Overall quality of the food and drink offer

Online, in addition to those relevant above:

 ease of navigation

 overall appearance of website

 ease of ordering

 use of Welsh

VISIT SCORESHEET – farm shop, deli

MAX MARKS

Outside appearance 15

Inside appearance 15

Product displays/in-store promotions 20

Staff knowledge/customer service 30

Welsh/True Taste products 50

Quality of products 20

Hygiene/housekeeping (front-of-house) 20

Overall assessment 30

TOTAL 200



ONLINE – WEBSITE SCORESHEET

MAX MARKS

First impression of website (to include Welsh 

culture/bilingualism/sense of place)

25

Ease of use/navigation 20

Welsh/True Taste products 40

Range and quality of products 20

Promotions 10

Ease of ordering 15

Pricing (including delivery charges) 15

Returns policy 10

Customer service (during and after) – eg: is 

telephone support available?

20

Overall assessment of shopping experience 25

TOTAL 200

FOOD/DRINK THAT SAYS A SENSE OF PLACE

A Sense of Place can be described as ‘visiting somewhere for the first time and experiencing something of local culture and 

traditions’. Food and drink are an essential part of that experience and can be used effectively to emphasise the area’s local

and regional distinctiveness. All too frequently menus have little ‘local’ content, listing meals that you find throughout the 

country. By sourcing food locally and regionally, using seasonal produce and promoting this approach on the menu, an 

establishment will create a distinctive identity.



CATEGORY  –  BEST RESTAURANT (includes those with rooms, hotels, pubs)

This category allows for great diversity in the style and nature of establishments that will compete to be the 2012/2013
winner. The judges will not be looking for a specific type of eating place but will be concentrating on the following areas:

 The quality of and provenance of the ingredients used
Good cooking is founded on good shopping. Here the judges will be looking for places that take special care in the 
sourcing of ingredients and an understanding that the use of local produce (including True Taste award winning 
produce) adds character, interest and quality to a menu. 

 The accuracy of the cooking and seasoning
Top quality ingredients demand to be cooked with care and understanding. Here we will be looking for cooking that 
employs methods, timing and seasoning that bring out the best in the raw materials used.

 The combination of flavours
Clearly some ingredients work better together than others. For the True Taste Award we will be looking for cooking 
that shows intelligence and understanding in balancing flavours.

 Innovation and flair
The judges will look for evidence of creativity and imagination in the cooking but not at the expense of the first three 
criteria.

 Service
Service may vary in style but recognition will go to efficiency, product knowledge and warmth of welcome. Although 
the taste is the main criteria, service is paramount to the whole eating experience. 

 Value for money
Judging will have regard to the reasonableness of pricing in relation to the experience on offer.

 Marketing and promotion
Judges will be looking to build a picture of your establishment during the paper judging round. This includes evidence 
of local sourcing, a sense of place and innovation/flair through marketing and promotional materials as well as 
independent reviews where applicable. 

 Experience
Well prepared food needs to be matched by good presentation, excellent service, warm ambience, sympathetic 
surroundings and the quality of the ‘croeso’. If you are shortlisted for a mystery visit, the judges will also be scoring on 
the overall experience and your ‘unique Welsh identity’ and a sense of place.

A DEFINITION OF LOCAL SOURCING
For the awards, we have used the definition from the local sourcing strategic action plan (Welsh Assembly Government, 
2009): The purchasing of food and drink through various parts of the supply chain, that are located as close to the point of 
consumption as reasonably possible, in the light of the needs, resources and strategic priorities of the sourcing organisation.

FOOD/DRINK THAT SAYS A SENSE OF PLACE
A Sense of Place can be described as ‘visiting somewhere for the first time and experiencing something of local culture and 
traditions’. Food and drink are an essential part of that experience and can be used effectively to emphasise the area’s local 
and regional distinctiveness. All too frequently menus have little ‘local’ content, listing meals that you find throughout the 
country. By sourcing food locally and regionally, using seasonal produce and promoting this approach on the menu, an 
establishment will create a distinctive identity.



VISIT SCORESHEET – BEST RESTAURANT

MAXIMUM MARKS

Welsh/True Taste produce – food (use of and quality of) 50

Welsh/True Taste produce – drink (use of and quality of) 30

Quality of all other ingredients 20

Local sourcing 15

Skill of cooking/seasoning 20

Presentation 20

Combination of flavours 10

Innovation/flair 15

Taste/flavours 50

Non-Welsh products on menu deduct points

Service:

 arrival

 during visit

 paying bill

 efficiency

 staff knowledge

10

10

10

10

10



TOTAL 280



CATEGORY  –  CAFÉ or TEA ROOM

This category allows for great diversity in the style and nature of establishments that will compete to be the 2012/2013
winner. The judges will not be looking for a specific type of eating place but will be concentrating on the following areas:

 The quality of and provenance of the ingredients used
Good cooking is founded on good shopping. Here the judges will be looking for places that take special care in the 
sourcing of ingredients and an understanding that the use of local produce (including True Taste award winning 
produce) adds character, interest and quality to a menu. 

 The accuracy of the cooking and seasoning
Top quality ingredients demand to be cooked with care and understanding. Here we will be looking for cooking that 
employs methods, timing and seasoning that bring out the best in the raw materials used.

 The combination of flavours
Clearly some ingredients work better together than others. For the True Taste Award we will be looking for cooking 
that shows intelligence and understanding in balancing flavours.

 Innovation and flair
The judges will look for evidence of creativity and imagination in the cooking but not at the expense of the first three 
criteria.

 Service
Service may vary in style but recognition will go to efficiency, product knowledge and warmth of welcome. Although 
the taste is the main criteria, service is paramount to the whole eating experience. 

 Value for money
Judging will have regard to the reasonableness of pricing in relation to the experience on offer.

 Marketing and promotion 
Judges will be looking to build a picture of your establishment during the paper judging round. This includes evidence 
of local sourcing, a sense of place and innovation/flair through marketing and promotional materials as well as 
independent reviews where applicable. 

 Experience 
Well prepared food needs to be matched by good presentation, excellent service, warm ambience, sympathetic 
surroundings and the quality of the ‘croeso’. If you are shortlisted for a mystery visit, the judges will also be scoring on 
the overall experience and your ‘unique Welsh identity’ and a sense of place.

A DEFINITION OF LOCAL SOURCING
For the awards, we have used the definition from the local sourcing strategic action plan (Welsh Assembly Government, 
2009): The purchasing of food and drink through various parts of the supply chain, that are located as close to the point of 
consumption as reasonably possible, in the light of the needs, resources and strategic priorities of the sourcing organisation.

FOOD/DRINK THAT SAYS A SENSE OF PLACE
A Sense of Place can be described as ‘visiting somewhere for the first time and experiencing something of local culture and 
traditions’. Food and drink are an essential part of that experience and can be used effectively to emphasise the area’s local 
and regional distinctiveness. All too frequently menus have little ‘local’ content, listing meals that you find throughout the 
country. By sourcing food locally and regionally, using seasonal produce and promoting this approach on the menu, an 
establishment will create a distinctive identity.



VISIT SCORESHEET – BEST CAFÉ or TEA ROOM

MAXIMUM MARKS

Welsh/True Taste produce – food (use of and quality of) 50

Welsh/True Taste produce – drink (use of and quality of) 30

Quality of all other ingredients 20

Local sourcing 15

Skill of cooking/seasoning 20

Presentation 20

Combination of flavours 10

Innovation/flair 15

Taste/flavours 50

Non-Welsh products on menu deduct points

Service:

 arrival

 during visit

 paying bill

 efficiency

 staff knowledge

10

10

10

10

10



TOTAL 280



CATEGORY  –  BEST BUTCHER

Entrants to this category will be judged on their standards of excellence in stocking, selling and promoting meat and 

associated products  from Wales. This award will be judged according to:

 Overall shopping experience (including external and internal appearance)

 Prices/value for money

 Sense of place/Welsh culture

 Stock – acknowledge Welsh produce/Wales the True Taste award winning produce

 Involvement with local community

 Supporting and working with local/Welsh suppliers and producers

 Customer base (do prices/items for sales reflect the main base – ie affluent, middle of the road, value)

 Staff (evidence of teamwork, knowledge of produce sold, customer service and presentation)

 Quality and relevance of promotions

 External marketing of business and public relations

 Overall quality of product offer, including butchery skills

VISIT SCORESHEET – BEST BUTCHER

MAX MARKS

Outside appearance 15

Inside appearance 15

Product displays/in-store promotions 20

Staff knowledge/customer service 30

Welsh/True Taste products 50

Quality of products, including butchery skills 20

Hygiene/housekeeping (front-of-house) 20

Overall assessment 30

TOTAL 200



CATEGORY  –  BEST FISHMONGER

Entrants to this category will be judged on their standards of excellence in stocking, selling and promoting fish and associated 

products from Wales. This award will be judged according to:

 Overall shopping experience (including external and internal appearance)

 Prices/value for money

 Sense of place/Welsh culture

 Stock – acknowledge Welsh produce/Wales the True Taste award winning produce

 Involvement with local community

 Supporting and working with local/Welsh suppliers and producers

 Customer base (do prices/items for sales reflect the main base – ie affluent, middle of the road, value)

 Staff (evidence of teamwork, knowledge of produce sold, customer service and presentation)

 Quality and relevance of promotions

 External marketing of business and public relations

 Overall quality of product offer

VISIT SCORESHEET – BEST BUTCHER

MAX MARKS

Outside appearance 15

Inside appearance 15

Product displays/in-store promotions 20

Staff knowledge/customer service 30

Welsh/True Taste products 50

Quality of products 20

Hygiene/housekeeping (front-of-house) 20

Overall assessment 30

TOTAL 200


